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요 약

편 유지 결정 섬유를 이용하여 무게센서를 제작하여 실험을 하 다. 본 논문의 센서시스템은 3 dB 커

러, 반 장 , 원으로 구성되어진다. 무게가 편 유지 결정 섬유에 가해지면 장이동을 측정한다. 센

서감지부로 원형형태와 직선형태의 2 종류로 제작하여 특성을 조사하 다. 직선형태로 이루어진 센서의 감도

는 680 pm/kg 으며, 원형형태로 구성된 센서의 감도는 270 pm/kg 이었다. 두 가지 형태로 제작된 센서는 

선형성이 좋았으며, 감도는 직선형태로 이루어진 센서가 좋음을 알 수 있었다.

ABSTRACT

A weight sensor with a polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber (PCF) is proposed and investigated by experimentally. The 

sensor system consists of a 3 dB fiber coupler, a half-wave plate, and light source. Wavelength shift induced by weight acting on 

the polarization maintaining PCF was measured. Two types of sensor patterns, circle type and straight type, were implemented and 

evaluated. The sensitivity of straight line type was 680 pm/kg and the circle type was 270 pm/kg, respectively. The both types of 

sensors have a good sensitivity and good linearity in the wide range.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Over the past 30 years, optical fiber technology 

has been intensively researched for terabit or over 

terabit transmission, optical computing, optical PCB, 

optical logic devices, and optical microscope in 

university or research institute. With this efforts, 

the optical fiber technology has been developing 

and is applied to many areas, such as information 

communication technology, medical devices, sensor 

devices, automobile, shipbuilding, construction, and 

power plant, and so on [1-5]. Among these, optical 

fiber sensor, especially, is important role in 

measurement areas required precision measurement 

technique. The reason is that the sensitivity and 

resolution of optical fiber sensor are superior to 

electrical sensor. In addition, it can be used in 

extremely hostile and restricted areas without 

physical contact of the sensor. Furthermore, it has 

some advantages, such as light, EMI immunity, and 
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large bandwidth of transmission data.

Since optical fiber was first invented in 1970 [6], 

many types of optical fibers including FBG (fiber 

Bragg grating), PMF (polarization maintaining 

fiber), EDF (erbium doped fiber), POF (polymer 

optical fiber) and PCF (photonic crystal fiber) 

[7-11], have been developed for improving the 

performance of optical communication network. 

Among these, PCF has periodic array micros-

tructured air holes along the fiber. It confines the 

light and guides the light like conventional optical 

fibers. One of the PCF, polarization maintaining 

PCF, has been developed recently. The polarization 

maintaining PCF consists of two large air holes 

near the core along the two orthogonal axes and 

small microstructured air holes in the cladding area. 

Its merits were high birefringence, low bending 

loss, and low differential temperature sensitivity 

between two orthogonal guided modes whose the 

effective refractive indices around the core were 

nonaxisymmetric [11-12]. So, pressure sensor, 

strain sensor, and curvature sensor using 

polarization maintaining PCF have been reported 

[12-14]. 

Nowadays, automatically measuring the weight is 

needed for increasing the safety in some areas, 

such as car, ship, airplane, and bridge. So, we have 

reported optical fiber sensor based on intensity 

method using conventional optical fiber in previous 

paper [15]. The linearity was good. However, high 

input power was required to enhance the 

sensitivity. We have proposed the interference type 

fiber sensor to improve the weight sensor 

properties.

In this paper, we demonstrated a weight sensor 

using polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber. 

Weight-induced birefringence of polarization 

maintaining photonic crystal fiber created 

interference, and periodic spectrum was generated. 

And we observed the effect of sensor structure 

with straight line type and circle type. 

Ⅱ. Sensor Fabrication

Weight sensor was implemented using pola-

rization maintaining PCF. The polarization main-

taining PCF was formed by having different air 

holes which induced high birefringence. The 

proposed sensor system is shown in Fig. 1. In our 

experiment, broadband light source as an input 

beam was incident into the optical fiber. A 

half-wave plate, polarization maintaining photonic 

crystal fiber, and optical spectrum analyzer were 

used for sensor system. The polarization 

maintaining PCF and single-mode fibers were 

connected by fusion splicer. And a 3 dB fiber 

coupler was used to split input beam into two 

beams where one beam propagated in clockwise 

direction and the other beam in counterclockwise 

direction. When two beams meet again at the 

coupler, the interference caused by a variation of 

the refractive indices of polarization maintaining 

PCF was generated. 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the proposed sensor system

In order to investigate the affection of sensor 

construction, the shape of sensing part with 

polarization maintaining PCF was designed with 2 

types, straight line type and circle type. A circle 

type with 9 cm-diameter is shown in Fig. 2. 

Meanwhile, Fig. 1 shows a straight line type.
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Ⅲ. Experimental Results and Discussion

The polarization maintaining PCF is connected to 

single-mode fibers as shown in Fig. 1. The 

splicing loss between them was about 7.0 dB. It 

was caused by the mismatching of the mode field 

diameter and numerical aperture between the 

polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber and 

single mode fiber. However, we have known the 

loss does not affect the properties of the sensor 

system. In experiment, we applied the weight on 

the polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber, 

and then the arrayed air holes in the cladding of

polarization maintaining PCF

Fig. 2 The photograph of 9 cm-diameter circle type 
polarization maintaining PCF

polarization maintaining photonic crystal fiber gave 

rise to an additional birefringence. Therefore the 

wavelength was shifted by the interference between 

two beams which propagate along each one of two 

orthogonal principal axes of the polarization 

maintaining PCF, respectively. We measured the 

shifted wavelength with optical spectrum analyzer. 

The wavelength shift can be expressed by 

W
B

K w
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ⋅=Δ λλ (1)

where Δλ is the weight-induced wavelength shift 

of the transmission spectrum. Kw is the 

weight-birefringence coefficient of polarization 

maintaining PCF, λ is wavelength in vacuum, and 

W is the applied weight. B= ns-nf is the birefr-

ingence of the PM-PCF, and ns and nf are effective 

refractive indices of the polarization maintaining 

PCF at the slow and fast axes, respectively. 

Equation (1) shows that wavelength shift is 

proportional to the applied weight and independent 

on the length of polarization maintaining PCF.

In Fig. 1, the red line is polarization maintaining 

PCF with straight line type. We put the acrylic 

plate with 10 cm ´ 10 cm on the polarization 

maintaining PCF to make the weight to be applied 

throughout the polarization maintaining PCF, and 

the deformation of the polarization maintaining PCF 

was induced. We measured the wavelength shift as 

varying the weight from 0 kg to 100kg. Fig. 3 

shows the generated transmission spectrum when 

we applied the weight 10kg, 20kg, 30kg, 40kg, and 

50kg. The wavelength has red shift as increasing 

the weight. The transmission spectrum has periodic 

function of  the  wavelength and the spacing 

between the adjacent transmission minimum was 

about 5.8nm. The extinction ratio of each spectrum 

was more than 30dB and each spectrum has the 

Fig. 3 The measured periodic spectrum pattern at 10, 
20, 30, 40, and 50kg
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same fringe spacing. We have known that weight 

acting on the polarization maintaining PCF induced 

the deformation of the 

structure of fiber. The experimental results are 

shown in Fig. 4 as changing the weight from 0 to 

100kg. In Fig. 4, the square is experimental results 

and solid line is the result of theoretical analysis 

using equation (1), where birefringence of the 

polarization maintaining PCF used in this paper 

was ~ 5.595  ́ 10-4 [12] and we used Kw value 

obtained from equation (1). As you know from Fig. 

4, the experimental results were coincidence with 

that of the theoretical calculation. The experimental 

results have a good linearity in wide range and the 

sensitivity was about 680 pm/kg. 

The repeatability of the proposed sensor system 

was also investigated at three times at the same 

condition. The repeatability characteristics was 

good. Therefore, we have known the proposed 

sensor system is stable and good repeatability. We 

changed the length of polarization maintaining PCF 

to observe the effect of the length of the fiber. We 

prepared 20 cm-long-polarization maintaining PCF 

and 40 cm-long-polarization maintaining PCF and 

experimented as changing the weight. The sensor 

output characteristic was not affected by the length 

Fig. 4 The sensor output according to the weight from 
0 to 100kg

of the polarization maintaining PCF. From equation 

(1), it was confirmed that the wavelength shift was 

proportional to weight, not length because the 

equation (1) did not contain the length of 

polarization maintaining PCF.

Fig. 5 shows the periodic spectrum of circle type 

as the weight was 30 kg, and the spacing between 

two adjacent transmission minimums was about 

2.96 nm. The spacing is shorter than that of the 

sensor with straight line type. The wavelength 

shift according to weight is shown in Fig. 6 and 

Fig. 5 The periodic spectrum at the weight of 30kg

Fig. 6 The sensor output as the sensing part was 
constructed by circle type

the sensitivity was about 270 pm/kg. It was low 

compared with the sensitivity of the sensor with 

straight type polarization maintaining PCF because 
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the distributed weight on the birefringence fiber 

induce less deformation. As a result, the sensitivity 

was affected by the construction of the sensor.

Ⅳ. Conclusions

A weight sensor was constructed by polarization 

maintaining PCF and demonstrated to investigate 

its characteristics. The sensor did not affected by 

the length of polarization maintaining PCF. The 

sensitivity and the spacing between two adjacent 

transmission minimum depended on the shape of 

the polarization maintaining PCF. For straight line 

type of sensor, the sensitivity was about 680 

pm/kg. On the other hand, the sensitivity of circle 

type sensor was about 270 pm/kg. The sensitivity 

was affected by the shape of polarization 

maintaining PCF. The proposed sensor systems 

have a good linearity in wide range and can be 

applied to car, airplane, ship, and medical industry 

in which the measurement of weight is required.
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